
Installink Features  at a glance
Installink

Model
Amount of Fabric

Installink Can Hold How the Fabric Loads Dispensing of Fabric Cage Size

Installink

Installink
Junior

100 rolls or
750 lbs. of fence.

100 rolls or
750 lbs. of fence.

Cage rotates hydraulically and
loads from the front, adjusts 
for uneven ground.

Cage tilts forward and loads from the 
front (*optional hydraulic unit adjusts 
for uneven ground).

Dispenses fence from 
either right or left side 
while driving forward.

Dispenses fence from 
right side only while 
driving forward.

Interchangeable cages.
Available in 8', 12', and 
16' models.

Cages not interchange-
able. Available in 8' 
and 10' models. 

"Put up 
twice the 

fence with 
half the 
crew."

Installink 
The Installink has been the industry leader in fence dispensing machines for 
over 18 years. It was designed by fencers who know the business. Fencing 
companies have been able to double their output with half the crew usig the 
Installink. The unit easily attaches to a skid-steer and dispenses fence from 
either the left or right side while the skid-steer is driven forward. The cage 
holds 100 foot rolls or 750 lbs. of fence. The cage is rotated hydraulically for 
easy loading in the front with no damage to the fabric or ground. The hydrau-
lic unit also adjusts the Installink for ground level changes. A rider safely rides 
in a crow’s nest in the 12 and 16 foot Installinks to hog ring the fabric to the 
top tension wire or hang fabric to the top rail with fence hangers to attach the 
fabric. No come-alongs are needed. A stretching arm easily stretches the fabric 
to a termination post. The Installink is built with heavy duty steel that is sand-
blasted, primed and painted. How can you beat your competition? Give us a call.
The Installink comes in three models:
 • 8 ft. Installink for 4 to 8 ft. high fabric
 • 12 ft. Installink for 8 to 12 ft. high fabric
 • 16 ft. Installink for 12 to 16 ft. high fabric

Installink Junior 
You can now take advantage of Installink’s fence dispensing technology at 
nearly half the cost. The Installink Junior has many of the features that has 
made the original Installink so popular with fencing companies. It holds 100 
foot rolls or up to 750 lbs., dispenses fabric while the skid-steer moves for-
ward and easily loads fabric when the Junior is titled forward. It comes with a 
hydraulic unit to control the side kickout and stretching arm. The kickout arm 
insures the fabric remains level on uneven ground while dispensing fence 
at 80 percent tension. The side kickout arm is then turned to the stretching 
position where the stretching arm pulls the fabric tight or to a termination 
post while increasing tension on the fabric. The standard crow’s nest allows 
access to the upper portion of the fence. There are no moving parts for less 
maintenance and is built with heavy duty steel that is sandblasted, primed 
and painted. How can you beat your competition? Give us a call.
 The Installink Junior comes in two models:
 • 8 ft. Installink Junior for 4 to 8 ft. high fabric
 • 10 ft. Installink Junior for 8 to 10 ft. high fabric
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